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Blink. Paperback. Condition: New. 304 pages. The Safe Lands
have long kept the true meaning of Liberation secret from their
people. But after being sentenced to Liberation themselves,
Mason and Omar are about to discover the truth. Levi watched
his brothers public sentencing, and tries to hold out hope they
are still alive, but when his new wife, Jemma, is captured and
becomes the Safe Lands new queen, Levi must focus elsewhere.
His only choice to save Jemma may be to take up the role of
undercover vigilante that Omar began, leading the rebels in
their quest to overthrow the government. But will Levis new role
be enough Meanwhile, Jemmas sister Shaylinn is ready to deliver
the Safe Lands children . . . but not even Ciddah is sure they can
be delivered safely in the midst of a rebellion. And Mason must
face the fact Omars illness could lead to his demise. If they could
all unite their efforts, together they might be able to expose the
Safe Lands lies to the people. But if they fail, they will all surely
die. This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may
arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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Reviews
This book is definitely worth acquiring. I have go through and so i am certain that i will likely to read through again
again in the future. Its been printed in an exceptionally basic way in fact it is only a er i finished reading this
publication in which actually altered me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Andr es B a shir ia n
Comprehensive guide for publication fanatics. This really is for all who statte there had not been a well worth reading
through. I discovered this ebook from my dad and i encouraged this book to find out.
-- La cy Goldner
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